If you’re interested in stargazing, come join us.
Everyone is welcome. We have group
stargazing sessions, workshops,
talks, and other events
BathAstronomers.org.uk
BathAstronomers

Daylight information for the month is:
Sunrise:
Sunset:

07:09 (1st)
18:47 (1st)

07:00UT (31st)
16:44UT (31st)

The dark skies are accessible earlier in the evenings
and the amateur astronomy season starts proper.
Clocks go back. Others wish for Summer but we smile.
Last Quarter:
New Moon:
First Quarter:
Full Moon:
Last Quarter:

2nd October
9th October
16th October
24th October
31st October

For the morning observer, Orion the Hunter
is the constellation sitting to the South this
month with bright Capella in Auriga the
Charioteer almost overhead.
Early in the month, have a look for comet
21P/Giacobini-Zinner as it travels south
through Monoceros to Canis Major. This
month, its movement each night toward the
Southern Hemisphere will lead to it dimming to a fifth of
its brightness. The Draconid meteor shower is due to
peak on 8th and originates from the debris left by 21P on
its journey around the inner Solar System. The meteors
will appear to come from the head of Draco in the North.
On the 4th the waning crescent Moon will approach the
Beehive Cluster M44 before dawn in Cancer. They’ll get
within 5 Moon widths before the Sun intrudes. If you
lived in southern Chile, the Moon would occult the stars.
The comet to rival and hopefully surpass
21P is going to be 46P/Wirtanen; although
this will take several months. It is observable
now low in the South below Cetus in the
early hours and its October journey will see it brighten
by a factor of five as it approaches Earth and the Sun.

Morning Sky
in October 2018

Earth moves between Uranus and the Sun on 24th Oct
meaning the planet is at its brightest, and about a five
hundredth the apparent width of the Moon in the sky.

The first half of the month will give us our
best observing in October for objects other
than the Moon. The approaching Full Moon
will reduce the impact of the annual Orionid
meteor shower and drown out fainter objects such as
the Andromeda Galaxy and the Milky Way. For learning
the constellations, take a night sky map and look up and
around during the first week of October. By 8pm it’ll be
dark enough to make out the brighter stars and planets
and before 9pm you should be able to see several
thousand stars depending on your location/light
pollution. Bright Deneb, almost overhead, will give you
a corner of the Summer Triangle incl. Vega and Altair.
This should help start your navigation of the sky.
Jupiter is visible low in the Southwest just after sunset
but is gone within the hour. Saturn, also low, is seen in
the South-southwest setting a little after 9pm. Mars by
this time is due South, still bright and unmistakably
tinged red.
Uranus is visible star-like in the Eastsoutheast in the constellation of Aries. You
can use a star chart to be sure you’ve found
it as it’ll wander eastward by 3 Moon widths
over the month, so it is good to have a map to check.
Towards the end of the month, just after the Sun sets,
Mercury and Jupiter will be seen to approach each other
to within 3° or 6 Moon widths. After sunset, find bright
Jupiter to the East of the Sun and then drop down and
slightly eastward to find Mercury.
Uranus is easier to positively identify with a
telescope as it’ll appear as a blue/green
disk. Neptune, in Aquarius, also appears as
a small bluish disk under higher
magnifications but the monthly motion is much smaller.
The clocks move back one hour from British Summer
Time to Universal Time at 02:00 on Sunday 28th Oct.

Evening Sky
in October 2018

Planisphere views are copyright © 2018
Heavens-Above.com. All times are given as
British Summer Time unless stated.

